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Abstract 
With the continuous development of cloud computing applications, the problems of cloud 

computing are more and more obvious, such as the lower efficiency of resource search, the lack of 
network scalability, and some difficulties in management. In this paper, the problems of P2P network and 
the structural characteristics of the IS-P2P network are studied. On the basis of traditional Chord algorithm, 
the improvement of the speed of search is made. BiChord: a resource locator and query algorithm based 
on cloud computing is put forward. The bidirectional routing tables FingerTable and RefingerTable are 
designed by this algorithm, which adopts the query strategy of bidirectional location of keywords. In 
addition, the paper also proposes XP query: a message query mechanism based on the structure of the 
cloud computing. Simulation results show that BiChord has better routing performance than traditional 
Chord algorithm and the message query mechanism also improves the efficiency of resource queries. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, there are obvious advantages and broad prospects in the application and 
development of cloud computing. With the rapid growth of network users, many problems that 
exist in the network model are becoming serious obstacles to the further development of cloud 
computing technology, although there is development in cloud computing technology. According 
to analysis, the main problems of cloud computing technology include: 

 
1.1. Lack of Scalability of Routing Network Model 

Scalability has always caused serious troubles to cloud computing technology 
researchers and developers. The Gnutella model is the most widely used model. According to 
research made by Clip2, users of 56k modem can query no more than 20 messages within one 
second. If there are more than 1000 network nodes, then the processing limit will be broken. 
The node failure on this part will inevitably result in the fragmentation of Gnutella network [1, 2]. 
Thus access and query can only be conducted within a very small part of the network, causing a 
serious lack of scalability of the network.  

 
1.2.  Differences of Physical Topology between Cloud Computing Overlay Network and 
Underlying Network  

The problem is described based on the Gnutella model. The detour problem occurred in 
the Chord network 

model is caused by the mapping method designed by the hash algorithm, which causes 
two adjacent nodes in hash ring look close to each other, but they may be far away from each 
other in the real network topology, thus resulting in seriously low efficiency of routing. 

 
1.3.  Problems in Management 

Due to too much freedom of network users in applicable P2P technology, there is a 
tendency of “anarchism” that is difficult for effective management, resulting in pornography and 
virus on P2P network and facilitating illegal trade [3, 4]; the problems of traffic calculation, 
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charges, verification of the value of goods are all difficult issues that need to be solved, resulting 
restrictions of P2P technology in specific applications. The researches on P2P technology are 
mainly focused on network performance, search mechanism and security[5]. In this paper, the 
new structure of P2P network is studied and the method of improving the efficiency of search 
and location is put forward from the users’ point of view. On the basis of the IS-P2P network 
model, the query mechanism is studied. The inefficiency of query in P2P network is improved by 
the use of multi-level XP query mechanism. 

 
 

2. Cloud Computing and P2P Technology 
Cloud computing is a new IT technology following grid computing. It has a certain risk 

while it brings the new opportunities for supply chain information coordination mode. Based on 
the cloud computing technology, this paper takes the advantages and disadvantages of its 
applications in supply chain information coordination into a comprehensive consideration and 
proposes a supply chain coordination mode which is capable of resisting the cloud computing 
risk. Cloud computing system takes advantage of the tens of millions of idle computing 
resources on the Internet so that it can be more powerful than the centralized computing 
system. However, its resource scheduling faces challenges due to its massive resources, 
heterogeneous nature, and network communication delay. 

In order to maximize the advantages of P2P technology and overcome the weaknesses 
of P2P technology, this paper applies the IS-P2P network model which creates a tier of virtual 
logical topology based on a distributed hash table (DHT) on the basis of physical topology of the 
Internet, which effectively establishes a P2P routing network model with a distributed structure 
[6, 7].  

In the IS-P2P network model, in order to achieve high dynamics and efficient search 
function, the control tier is designed into two tiers in which the first tier is an index network, a 
P2P network composed by index peers, and the second tier is a P2P network composed by 
ordinary peers. 

The index network composed by inodes is located in the upper side, which is a 
relatively complete structured P2P network. Its function is to provide index service to the 
underlying layer. Each inode has its own ID number in the query and no longer takes the 
flooding method in information query and release. Instead, information can travel from any node 
of ID0 to the target node ID1, which makes it possible to avoid information overload for easy 
control. Thus, IS-PSP enjoys the advantage of convenient management. In the DHT network 
mode, if instability of the network is caused by leaving or joining a new inode, further operation 
is necessary to ensure the stability of inodes in dynamic changes. 

 
 

3. Location of IS-P2P Resource and Query Algorithm 
3.1. Improvement of Chord Algorithm  

In the Chord algorithm, each BP maintains the adjacent relationship between itself and 
its successor node, so it is always possible to correctly locate any node in the ring. But there are 
serious deficiencies in the Chord algorithm: adjacent nodes in counterclockwise direction need 
to traverse the entire Chord ring, resulting in great inconvenience in searching nodes [8, 9].  

In the BiChord algorithm, each node is responsible for the maintenance of both routing 
tables and saves the information of some nodes in the ring, including information in clockwise 
and counterclockwise directions. Bidirectional search and location in both clockwise and 
counterclockwise direction are started from the initial node of query, which allows for rapid 
localization. 

Its main composition includes: 
 

A. Construction of a Bidirectional Routing Table 
When nodes are added to the improved Chord ring, the construction of two routing 

tables – FingerTable and ReFingerTable – are required for each node. Both routing tables save 
the information of the successor nodes in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions 
respectively. Each table entry maintains j available successor nodes. The SuccessorList of entry 
i in the FingerTable of the node n saves j successor nodes from n+2i, here they are marked as 
finger[i].node[1], finger[i].node[2]…finger[i].node[j]. If finger[i].node[1] is disabled, 
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finger[i].node[2] will replaces it to continue the function of node. The method ensures the 
continuity of nodes. The structure of FingerTable and ReFingerTalbe are shown in Figure. 1 and 
Figure. 2 respectively. 

In the above process, if it needs to search the successor node of each node, the time 
required to calculate m entrances of TableFinger and ReFingerTable is O(m*logN). Here, to 
reduce the time overhead in the query as much as possible, the improved Chord is able to 
check the difference between the entrances of an interval and its successor or determine 
whether they are identical, which reduces the time needed to check the number of nodes to 
O(logN), reducing the time overhead. At the same time, it is necessary to update the routing 
tables, i.e., synchronous updating of the two tables is required to ensure their rapidness and 
accuracy. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. FingerTable Structure 
 

   
 

Figure 2. ReFingerTable Structure 
 
 
B. Updating of FingerTable and ReFingerTable 

The process of updating starts in the sequence of 1 to m in the FingerTable. The 
updating of entry i in the FingerTable is decribed as follows: 
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If a new node n is added to the system, first find n’ – the predecessor of n-2i and 
request n’ for the updating of the FingerTable. After n’ receives the request, first compare the 
value of Finger[i].node[1] of the first node of entry i in the FingerTable with that of the node n’. If 
the former is higher than the latter, then compare the value of Finger[i].node[1] of the last node 
of entry i in the FingerTable with that of the node n’; if (a) the former is higher than the latter, 
then check whether the value of the new node n is between the values of two entries of the 
FingerTable; if it is, replace the entry of higher value with the new node n and information 
updating is finished; if it is not, send a request to the precursor node of n-2i for the updating of 
entry i of the FingerTable. 

If the node n is not the last node in the ring and the value of Finger[i].node[1] is higher 
than that of the new node n, then: (a) compare the difference between the new node n and 2m-
Value(n’), if the value of the new node n is higher, check whether it is between the values of two 
entries of the FingerTable, if it is, replace the entry of higher value with the new node n and the 
information updating is finished; (b) if it is not, send a request to the precursor node for the 
updating of entry i of the FingerTable. 

Similar to the updating of the FingerTable, the improved Chord also requires the 
updating of the ReFingerTable, but the process is reversed. 

Finally, the joining of the new node may result in the mapping changes between 
keyword and node, which requires the transfer of keywords. 

At the same time, the process of joining and leaving of node is completely reversed. 
During the leaving process, the ReFingerTable and the FingerTable must be updated to transfer 
the key values stored in a node that has left to the successor node. 

 
3.2. Bidirectional Location of Keyword in Clockwise and Counterclockwise Directions 

In the improved Chord, if it is to locate the key value k corresponding to data, send 
requests from the clockwise and counterclockwise directions to locate the node corresponding 
to the value of k from two directions. Once the process succeeds, relevant information will be 
sent to the initial node. 

The query algorithm is described as follows: 
n: network node; Value (n): identification of node n; 
predecessor (n): a previous (precursor) node of node n; 
successor (n): the next (succeessor) node of node n; 
m: number of entries in the FingerTable; 
Finger[i].node[i]: the ith successor node of entry i in the FingerTable; 
ReFinger[i].node[i]: the ith successor node of entry i in the RefingerTable. 
The steps of the BiChord bidirectional location algorithm are as follows: 
Step 1: If Value (n) is in the current node n, it returns the current node address and the 

query is successful; 
Step 2: If Value (n) is between the hash value of the current node n and that of the 

successor node of node n, then continue to query clockwise with the successor node of n as the 
next hop, i.e., find node n’ with the hash value closest to keyword in the FingerTable and node 
n’’ after node n’ but with unequal value. Repeat the cycle. 

Step 3: If Value(n) is between the hash value of the current node n and that of the 
predecessor node of node n, then query counterclockwise with the successor node of n as the 
next hop, i.e., find node n’ with the hash value closest to keyword in RefingerTable and node n’’ 
after node n’ but with unequal value. Repeat the cycle. 

In the bidirectional location algorithm, the switching of clockwise and counterclockwise 
direction is determined by the position of the keyword. 

 
 

4. Search Processes of IS-P2P Structural Resources 
The special two-tier structure of the IS-P2P system makes the query process of node 

differ much with other P2P systems. The complexity of query is closely related to the number of 
indexes of the resources that satisfies the query. 

The XP query is a query mechanism based on the IS-P2P structure with applications 
gradually nested and has a good adaptability to the index-based peer-to-peer network resource 
query [10]. 
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If the inode has abundant index resources that satisfy the node query demand, XP can 
just perform local query to meet users’ demand instead of forwarding the query request. Peer 
sends a query request to Query. XP obtains the result that satisfies the query requirements 
through local query, sets up a query result message Result, and sends it to Peer. The 
procedure of XP complex query is shown in Figure. 3. 

If the resources on XP cannot satisfy the query request of the node, XP needs to modify 
query request of the node. If the original query depth is d and the required number of results is 
m, then XP needs to construct a query message with unchanged keyword, query depth of d-1 
and required number of results of m/n, and forwards query message to n subsequent inodes in 
the RID list. The satisfied query results are integrated by XP into a query result message and 
respond to the requesting node. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The procedure of XP complex query 

 
 
5. Simulation Experiment of Model 

The simulation experiment is performed on a computer (Intel 3GHz, 2M) and a P2Psim 
simulation platform. The experiment compared and tested the routing hops and query time in 
the resource location process. In order to highlight the superiority of the BiChord algorithm 
performance, Segment processing is done on the selection of the number of nodes. 

The number of routing hops refers to the number of intermediate nodes passed by 
routing path involved in each query event [11]. Document query time refers to the total of all 
time delays on each node in the path of document query event [12]. The comparison of the 
average number of routing hops between BiChord and Chord is showed in Figure 4. 

A. When the number of nodes is no more than 1000, there is no difference of the 
average number of routing hops between BiChord and Chord. The number of hops is normally 3 
because the number of hops required to query the traverse of the initial node in the entire ring 
by unidirectional routing is 3 when the number of nodes is small.  
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Figure 4.  Average Routing Hops Graph of BRChord and Chord 

 
 
B. When the number of nodes is over 3000, the average number of routing hops in the 

query event in Chord will be more than 6, while that of BiChord is less than 4. This is because 
that most query events are finished by only traversing half of the ring, instead of the entire ring. 

 
The distribution of the average query time of BiChord and Chord is shown in Figure. 5. 
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Figure 5.  Average Search Time Graph of BRChord and Chord 

 
 
As can be seen in Figure 5: 
A. When the number of system nodes is less than 600, the average query time of 

BiChord and Chord for each document is close, both within 300ms. 
B. When the number of system nodes reaches 800, the query time of BiChord has a 

nearly 33% reduction as compared with that of Chord, which demonstrates significant 
improvement in the efficiency of BiChord query. 
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C. When the number of the system nodes is over 1400, with the increase of the number 
of nodes in the system, the increase of the query time of BiChord tends to be smooth as 
compared with that of Chord. 

 
 

6. Conclusion 
This paper proposes an improved network resource location algorithm - BiChord 

algorithm based on the characteristics of the IS-P2P network model. The algorithm enjoys 
theoretical feasibility in terms of construction, updating and bidirectional query mechanism of 
routing tables. The introduction of XP query mechanism provides good adaptability for the 
index-based in-depth resource query. The example simulation experiment proves that the 
combination of the BiChord algorithm and the XP query shows significant superiority in terms of 
the number of hops of resource location and the distribution of average query time, which 
improves the routing performance and the efficiency of resource location. 
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